A representation of changing heading direction in human cortical areas pVIP and CSv.
When we move around in the environment, we continually change direction. Much work has examined how the brain extracts instantaneous direction of heading from optic flow but how changes in heading are encoded is unknown. Change could simply be inferred cognitively from successive instantaneous heading values, but we hypothesize that heading change is represented as a low-level signal that feeds into motor control with minimal need for attention or cognition. To test this, we first used functional MRI to measure activity in several predefined visual areas previously associated with processing optic flow (hMST, hV6, pVIP, and CSv) while participants viewed flow that simulated either constant heading or changing heading. We then trained a support vector machine (SVM) to distinguish the multivoxel activity pattern elicited by rightward versus leftward changes in heading direction. Some motion-sensitive visual cortical areas, including hMST, responded well to flow but did not appear to encode heading change. However, visual areas pVIP and, particularly, CSv responded with strong selectivity to changing flow and also allowed direction of heading change to be decoded. This suggests that these areas may construct a representation of heading change from instantaneous heading directions, permitting rapid and accurate preattentive detection and response to change.